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 Our universe  contains a large amount of “Dark Matter”
  that does  not appear to emit or absorb light.

 The dark-matter is present at diferent scales
     - the entire  universe
     - Cluster of galaxies
     - Spiral galaxies halos.

The dark matter is “non baryonic”
 that is  diferent from ordinary matter (!)
 [made of protons, neutrons (baryons)  and electrons].

The dark-matter is “cold”: moving non  relativistically
 [energy density dominated by rest mass]

The dark-matter is visible  via  gravitational efects.
Other type of interactions (with ordinary matter, and
with itself) are  very weak [or perhaps absent] 



Possible  explanation  for the dark-matter:

“THERMAL RELIC”    or    “WIMP” 
   stable  [or very long lived]  elementary particle 
   that was in  thermal equilibrium  in  the Early Universe
   for  T >> m.

   When T  falls below m, 
    the particle  is not created  anymore, but it starts to
    self-annihilate.

   The  energy density of the particles that survive to the
   Present Epoch is  determined  by its 
   annihilation cross section  
   [and is independent from its mass]

“Weak interaction
  scale cross section”

WIMP's



Some people are so “excited”  by the  fact that the
self-annihilation cross section  needed to fnd the
cosmological density is a weak scale cross section
that they have called it:

 the WIMP's  “miracle”



Some people are so “excited”  by the  fact that the
self-annihilation cross section  needed to    fnd the
Cosmological density is a weak scale cross section
that they have called it:
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But why are people excited ?

Because it is like 

 “Killing two birds with a single stone”

A particle with  properties  similar to the ones required
 had been proposed for completely independent reasons
 in Particle Physics [Super-symmetry] 



Supersymmetry

 Fermionic degrees
 of freedom

Bosonic  degrees
Of freedom

All “internal quantum numbers”
(charge, color,...)   must be  identical 



Standard Model  felds
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“Minimum Supersymmetric Model”

  Minimal  extension of the Standard Model with
  the required (super)-symmetry.

Note:  
  The (super)-symmetry exists also with interactions
  All interaction properties of the old  and new
  particles are then  determined.

.... but all the new supersymmetric particles have not
 been observed... So they must have higher mass.
Therefore the (super) symmetry  must be broken.
[How exactly to break the symmetry is a problem]

Particles related by super-symmetry 
have equal-masses



Motivations for Super-symmetry:
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Motivations for Super-symmetry:

“Beauty”   [?!]

Solving the “Hierarchy problem”
Radiative corrections to the Higgs mass  become
naturally very large.

Boson and Fermion loops  in Feynman diagrams
have opposite sign,  and their contributions cancel.

For the cancellation to be exact the masses
of the pair boson- fermion   must be equal. 
For the cancellation to operate, the masses of the
Super-symmetric particles cannot be too large.



At least ONE of the new super-symmetric particles
must be absolutely stable.  [R-parity  conservation.]

Key point that connects  super-symmetry
To the Dark-Matter problem.

Which one of the new particles is stable? 
Depends on the details of how the supersymmetry is 
Broken.
 
In most cases it is a Linear combination
Of the 4 – neutral spin ½  fermions
The NEUTRALINO.



Here something remarkable  happens.

 In   some  part of the parameter  space
 of the minimal  super-symmetric model
 the neutralino has such properties
 that its relic density  is equal
 to the one observed for Dark-Matter

Neutralino  is stable
It is in thermal equilibrium in the early universe
It has the right cosmological  density

Neutralino = Dark-Matter particle



Here something remarkable  happens.

 In   some  part of the parameter  space
 of the minimal  super-symmetric model
 the neutralino has such properties
 that its relic density  is equal
 to the one observed for Dark-Matter

Neutralino  is stable
It is in thermal equilibrium in the early universe
It has the right cosmological  density

Neutralino = Dark-Matter particle

What mass ?   Infnite solutions.  (m ~  100 GeV)  typical
 



Argument can be made more general.

Special “mass scale”  : electro-weak mass scale

Weak Bosons

Higgs particle [??]

May be many other particles  exist and have  masses
Of this  order.  Strong motivations for LHC



A NEW particle seems to be required
To explain the observed Dark Matter

Extension of the Standard Model
are  EXPECTED  at the  electro-weak
mass scale  

These  extensions  can “naturally”   result in the
existence  of Dark Matter !

LHC/Dark Matter connection !!
 

Problems  with a  diferent status:
DM  problem :  direct observational puzzle.
New physics at EW  scale :   theoretically motivated prediction









How  would you “see”  the Dark-Matter particle
 if it is produced at LHC ?

This  particle interacts WEAKLY 
Therefore (in practice always) it will  fy the 
Through the detector  without leaving any signal
[like a neutrino]

But the new particle can be detected 
Via 4-momentum conservation 
[“Missing  energy and (transverse) momentum”]





Three roads to the  study   of  the
“WIMP”  hypothesis:

1.  Direct Detection

2.  Indirect Detection
     [Observation of annihilation products
      In our own Galaxy]

3.   Discovery of a  new stable particle
      In an accelerator [LHC]





Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER



Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER



Power injection  for  Dark Matter annihilation

Injection of energy because of DM annihilation in
Our own galaxy.



MILKY
WAY sun



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way

Problems: “The CUSP”

“Granularity”  [“the BOOST factor”]



Isothermal                                        (constant)
“NFW”  (Navarro-Frenk-White)        (1/r  divergence)
“Moore”                                            (stronger divergence )      



Shape of the

“CUSP”



Numerical  Simulations of  
Structure  Formations









Signifcant
Structure in DM

“Boost factor”



“Granularity” boosts 
  the power output.

The “WIMP miracle”



Piero Ullio 



Annihilation  cross section

In  most models
DM particle =
Majorana particle

Inclusive 
spectra

Branching Ratios
 in diferent fnal states  F



DM – Nuclei    Elastic  Scattering

Direct detection
Accretion in Sun, Stars.... [efect on Star formation

 near the galactic center]



Photon emission from DM  annihilation



Photons  from Dark Matter

Adimensional
Angular factor

Spectrum



Eγ > 100 MeV



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux



Photon  rate 



Fermi  sensitivity:    A = 9500  cm2

Spectral  features.





 Propagation of 
 Charged  Particles in 
 the Milky Way



Galactic 
Cosmic Ray
Halo

Smaller CR  density
In the  LMC and SMC



Escape

Lifetime of a charged particle   
[Rigidity (p/Ze) dependence] 

Charged Particles:  magnetic confnement



Escape

Lifetime of a charged particle   
[Rigidity (p/Ze) dependence] 

Charged Particles:  magnetic confnement

(high energy) Extra-galactic CR  crossing the Galaxy.



Piece of  extragalactic  space:  Non MilkyWay-like sources

Galaxy

Milky Way

AGN



Do  relativistic particles really escape  from the galaxy ?



Do  relativistic particles really escape  from the galaxy ?

Electrons (and positrons)  lose most of 
Their energy before escape.
Their time of residence is  determined by energy loss.



SOURCE(s) + Propagation   →  Observable Cosmic Rays  
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SOURCE(s) + Propagation   →  Observable Cosmic Rays  

   Possible
   positron accelerators 



One general [formal]  way to    solve the problem
 of the calculation cosmic ray  fuxes:

For each particle type:  p, e-, e+,  He, Li, Be, B, … , Fe, ....

Compute the  integral: 



(Measurable) Density of
CR particles
With energy E,
  at the present time
  “here”  (r

obs
)

 

Source of CR particles
 with energy E

0

 at time  t
0 
 (in the past) 

 at position r
0

“Propagation
  Probability”



“Secondary Particles:”

Continuous
(time, space)
Injection
In the volume
Of the Galaxy



Source spectrum of  secondary
has a shape determined  by the primary spectrum.
(and known physics).



Source of  Relativistic  particles
From Dark Matter  annihilation:

DM  density Annihilation
Cross section

“Branching
Ratios” in
Diferent
Annihilation
channels



Propagation
as difusion



One dimensional  difusion

Difusion coefcient D



Energy Loss  (variation) 

Efect of energy Losses  on the spectrum



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Difusion Energy LossSource



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Difusion Energy LossSource

additional terms:

 interaction
 decay
 convection
 reacceleration 

...



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Difusion Energy LossSource

0

Stationary Solution



PROTON  SPECTRUM 

Injection  Spectrum   

Escape                  [difusion  description]

Interaction            [small  efect]

Energy Loss          [negligible]



Toy Model:
“Spherical  Galaxy” :

Exact solution : 





“Slab  Galaxy”  
 1-D  problem

Galaxy modeled
as an  infnite  “slab”



 Creation of particles 

“normal”
 difusion”

difusion 
 with escape







Stationary sources
(no time dependence)

Isotropic Difusion  description
Good approximation:

Factorization
of the energy dependence: 
   For the source.
   For the difusion coefcient





Anisotropies

“Dipole moment”  of the angular distribution



Cosmic Ray
Nuclear
Composition

Overabundance of
Li, Be, B

Sub-iron  elements

Spallation  efect:

Column  density
Confnement time



Injection of  Secondary   Nuclei:
  A = Primary Nucleus   (C, N, O)
  A' = “Secondary Nucleus”  (Li, Be, B)

E = Energy per nucleon:

Diferent
Spectrum!



Primary  Nucleus

Secondary Nucleus

Primary/Secondary



tau(E) ~ E-0.6

From CREAM



CAS A
(1667)

The SuperNova “Paradigm”  for CR acceleration

● ENERGETICS

● DYNAMICS  [Difusive Shock acceleration]

Powering the  galactic
Cosmic Rays



Power Provided   by SN  is  sufcient
 with a conversion efciency of   15-20 %
 in relativistic  particles



Comparison  with ROSAT  observation

 HESS  Telescope 

Observations   with TeV  photons 
 



COSMIC  RAY  
ELECTRONS



Proton and electron  energy spectra

E-2.70

E-3.04



Which  are the SOURCES  of the CR electrons ?
Are they the same as the proton sources?

Is the Shape of  electron Source Spectrum
 the same  as for protons ?

Relative Normalization ?
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Which  are the SOURCES  of the CR electrons ?
Are they the same as the proton sources?

Is the Shape of  electron Source Spectrum
 the same  as for protons ?

Relative Normalization ? 

Probably yes !

Probably yes !

Only partially understood 

CO-ACCELERATION  (electrons, p, nuclei)  problem



Electron/Positron propagation



t
interaction

t
escape

t
loss

 t
linear crossing



The  electron/positron   CR density:

Homogeneous  injection

Power law  source spectrum

Observable spectrum 
 



Injection from a thin plane:



Injection is
a power law in
MOMENTUM 

Normalization Condition   for the same  source:

Protons 
and Electrons
from SAME
dominant source



Injection from a plane



Injection from a plane

Homogeneous injection



Hadronic  escape
[escape ]

Energy loss
+ difusion





Positron fux  is  expected to be
Softer than  electrons, and softer than protons.
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